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Introduction

Algorithm
Initialization:
1. Calculate the container Φ of link groups satisfying budget constraint (2),
2. A = A0  A
3. Draw the network A in VISSIM and calibrate driver behavior parameters,
4. Configure OD demand to the simulation network,
5. Activate link evaluation function in VISSIM,
6. Python Environment.

❖ Different from the existing traditional models for network
design problems, the proposed bi-level programming
model aims to improve network performance by
obtaining optimal MFD-based network capacity.
❖ To solve the proposed model, we design an algorithm
framework, in which VISSIM software with COM
interface is used to achieve and simulate traffic flow
states under user equilibrium and further to obtain MFDs,
while k-means clustering algorithm is employed to
quantify the MFD-based network capacity.
❖ In case study, the results show that MFDs are able to
reflect the influence of different network building
strategies on the traffic network capacity.

Y=ø, Y* =ø, Q*= Q0, MFDY* =MFD0

Update travel time:
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Input: OD demand, network A, updated travel time
Model: User Equilibrium
Output: Traffic flow assignment result

Frank-Wolfe
Algorithm

Calling VISSIM COM in
Python environment to set
up path flows:

VISSIM
COM

1. Generate path decision point
for each link,
2. Set up route decisions for
each link based on link
equilibrium flows.
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Fig 6. Adding 13-14 reduces the network capacity and optimal accumulation on the contrary
Y is the last link
group in Φ ？
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Y=Next link group in Φ.
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❖ Relationship with Network Betweenness
Network Capacity(veh/h)

Network Betweenness
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Fig 5. The highest cluster / capacity from the MFD
of each building strategy

1. Fit MFDY by k-means clustering algorithm based on the output data of
weighted densities and flows,
2. Estimate the maximum weighted-flow QY of MFDY ,
3. Update the global maximum weighted-flow Q*, and the global optimal
MFD: MFDY* by the following rule: if QY >Q* , then Y*=Y, Q*=QY,
MFDY* =MFDY.

Adding new link group (11-15)
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Output the optimal link group Y* and optimal MFDY*.
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Fig 4. K-means clustering for an MFD

Calculate and output weighted densities and flows by the following algorithm:
t = 0;
While (t<=T) do:
1.Give a random disturbance to generate traffic demand at each origin node that also
is a traffic input point in VISSIM,
2.Run VISSIM simulation in time interval [t, t + Sim_interval],
3.Obtain both traffic density and traffic flow of each link,
4.Calculate weighted density and flow by weighting the link length,
5.t = t + Sim_interval
End While

Lower-level Flow Assignment
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❖ Capacity Paradox: Building a new link reduces the network capacity on the contrary.

Mathematical Formulation
Upper-level Network Design
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Fig 1. Algorithmic framework for solution strategies
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Fig 7. The relationship between network betweenness and network capacity for each building strategy.

❖ MFD Analysis
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Travelers in the lower-level are
assumed to follow the user
equilibrium (UE) principle whose
purpose is to minimize their own
travel cost described in formula (6).
Constraint (7) depicts the OD
demand conservation law under each
traffic demand scenario, constraint
(8) demonstrates the relationship
between link flow and route flow
under each traffic demand scene, and
constraint
(9)
guarantees
the
nonnegativity of the route flow.

Conclusions
First, the feasibility of the model and algorithm to solve network
design problems is verified. Second, the proposed approach has the
benefit of avoiding the capacity paradox. Third, the relationship
between network capacity and network betweenness is discussed.
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